SOE at a Glance

RANKED

One of the top 50 undergraduate and graduate engineering programs. (U.S. News & World Report)

EXPLORE 10

10 Students explore all majors before declaring.

FOUNDED

1864 Among the oldest engineering schools in the nation.

OUTCOMES

$67.5K Average Reported Salary (recent graduates)

Public university in NJ/NY metro region for undergraduate engineering (U.S. News & World Report)

#1

28,000+ ALUMNI NETWORK

A source for internships, jobs, and mentoring opportunities.

1,000+ Current alumni holding CEO, COO, CTO, and President titles

4,000 Undergraduates

1,000 Graduate Students

196 Faculty Members

50 Faculty members hold prestigious Fellowships among international engineering societies.

Rutgers offers the only packaging engineering program in the Northeast and the only aerospace engineering program among New Jersey public universities.

soe.rutgers.edu

SOE ON CAMPUS
Nationally-recognized research centers in wireless technology, pharmaceutical engineering, energy storage, infrastructure, and materials. Other areas of research include advanced manufacturing and computing, healthcare science, aeronautics, transportation, energy and biofuels, and bioengineering.

Many students conduct research alongside faculty starting from the first year. Students also gain hands-on experience as interns at leading corporate and research organizations.